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H1 THE UNITED NATIONS
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+International 
Court of Justice General Assembly Security Council Economic and 

Social Council Secretariat Sustainability 
Council

MANHATTANTHE HAGUE

The United Nations
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 “The triple bottom line”
People - Planet - Profit

1.1 GOAL
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LOCATION

Scale Midtown east

Scale New York

1.2 LOCATION
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LOCATION

Scale Midtown east

Grand Central 
Station

United Nations

UN Plaza 
Apartments

Trump TowerChrysler 
Building

Dag Hammar-
skjold Plaza
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LOCATION

scale United Nations

FDR

1st av.

48th str.47th str.42nd str.
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Explosion risk Security check

1.3 PROBLEMS
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Connection New York / waterfront Heavy traffic arround site
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10 minute walk

Ambition I
Public park 

There are no large scale public parks in the
direct surroundings of the UN compound.

One of the goals of the PlaNYC 2011 plan is 
to ensure all New Yorkers live within a ten-
minute walk of a park.
(source: PlaNYC update april 2011)

The UN area gives a unique possibility
to achieve this goal.

Furthermore a large scale green area infront
of the UN compound can strengthen the
sustainability feature of the UNEC building.

Ambition I is to create a publicly accesible
park on the UN area.

Lack of public green space

One of the goals of the PlaNYC 
2011 plan is to ensure all New 
Yorkers live within a ten-minute 
walk of a park.
(source: PlaNYC update april 2011)
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2004

2008

2018

Future Vision

source: Department of City Planning NYC

Permanent off-street path

Temporary off-street path

Permanent on-street path

Temporary on-street path

MANHATTAN GREENWAY

1.4 SOLUTIONS
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New situation
- Extend waterfront
- Create FDR tunnel

Old situation

DIVERTING EXPLOSION RISK
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New situation
- Reduce traffic
  Create new 1ste av. tunnel

Old situation

REDUCE TRAFFIC
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Section old situation

UNEC

Section new situation
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PROGRAMH2
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United Nations

United Nations Environmental Council

Collect Produce Propagate Exchange

DESA-DSD

UN Economic and Social 
Council

Functions Environmental Council 
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Collect

Produce

Propagate

Exchange

Employees
Secretariats

PressDelegatesVisitors Businessmen

Seperating specific users
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Program
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RESEARCHH3
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FORM INVESTIGATION IN 4 STEPS

1. MODELING THE 
SECURITY LINE

2. DETERMINE THE 
SIZE OF THE SQUARE

3. CREATING A 
WALKWAY FOR THE 
DELEGATES

4. SEARCH FOR AN 
ENTRANCE
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47th street / Dag Hammarskjold Plaza

- Connecting New York with the waterfront
via 47th street / Dag Hammarskjold Plaza

- Making a clear separation between public and secure

- Creating a public park and a secure formal square
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MODELLING THE SECURITY LINE

On the axis of 47th street On the axis of 47th street

Along 46th street Along 47th street
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Connecting to the New York grid
An argumentation for 46th or 47th street. How big can the square be?
47th street, with the Dag Hammarskjold Plaza is an important axes in New York, which will guide a lot 
of public to the UN compound. Connecting the security line to the building grid of 47th street and extending
47th street to the Greenbelt would be ideal. But does this stand in relation with the size of the entrance 
square. To jusitfy such a connecting several squares with a similar function will be analysed and compared
with the UN square.

Binnenhof the Hague
The “binnenhof” is a building complex which has  an enclosed square. The square is surrounded 
by government buildings which are the centre of the Dutch politics. The square is similar to the 
UN square in the way that it represents an importent political function. But this square cannot been 
seen as an important entrance square.

Circusplein Scheveningen
The Circusplein is an extension of the Circus theatre and serves as an entrance square.
It has a somewhat formal character and in this way relates to the UN square.

Buitenhof the Hague
The “Buitenhof” is adjecent to the Binnenhof. The Buitenhof has a more commercial and 
recreational character and is in this way perhaps not that similar to the UN square.

Spuiplein the Hague
Spuiplein also servers as an entrance square for several somewhat formal buildings,
like a theathre and a church.
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The Dam Amsterdam
The Dam is an important square in the centre of Amsterdam. It houses many events of national 
meaning and it is surrounded by the royal palace, the new church and the national monument.
The importance of the buildings and with that of the squere makes a good relation to the
UN square.

The two most important squares, which also relate the most to the UN square, are the square at
the Dam and the square at the Peace Palace. With there size they approximately connect to 47th street
This gives the proper justification for the size of the UN square and connect it to the 47th street
building grid. 
Conneting on this line also gives the advantages of some more space for the UNEC so that it will not stand
that close to the UN and more have its own space.

The Peace palace the Hague
The peace palace houses the international court of justice, the principal judical body of the United
Nations. The square is fences of and is a secured area, but accesible for visitors. This square with
its function relates the most to the UN square.
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DETERMINE THE SIZE OF THE SQUARE

UN / Binnenhof The Hague UN / Buitenhof The Hague UN / Spuiplein The Hague 

UN / Circusplein Scheveningen UN / The Dam Amsterdam UN / The Peace Palace The Hague
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Collect

Propagate

Facilities

Exchanges

Produce

General office space

Connecting UNEC to the conference building with a walkway
for the delegates.

The space between UNEC and the conference building is used as
a garden for the delegates.

The delegate walkway and garden will make a natural fence for public. So
the public flow can be contained on the platform.

Containing the building height. Using the old FDR and using the 
new deck.

Provinding natural light in the core of the building.
Room for circulation.

The orange path is the connection between UNEC and the
conference building for the delegates.
The green space is an extra public garden. This option creates
a lot of public space. There already is the public park and the platform,
perhaps yet another garden creates to much public space.

With these three compositions the building mass is to close
to the Assembly hall.

Using the ending of the old platform as a guiding line for UNEC
would create somemore distance between the new UNEC building
and the assembly hall.

DEVELOPING THE BUILDING

Creating a walkway for the delegates a connection by bridge

Connection by tunnel Using the space underneath the
square

Providing daylight
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Model I:
- stairs don’t get enough daylight, to dark
- the volume looks to massive, it needs some openness 

- the security pavilion should connect with the UNEC building,
but in this case it looks to much like a part of the UNEC building
 

Model II:
+ more light and air
+ the shape doesn’t change it still keeps it rectangular form

- overhang is perhaps to big and casts to much shadow
- the building is missing direction
 

Entrance
Connecting to the walkway Model I:

- stairs don’t get enough daylight, to dark
- the volume looks to massive, it needs some openness 

- the security pavilion should connect with the UNEC building,
but in this case it looks to much like a part of the UNEC building
 

Model II:
+ more light and air
+ the shape doesn’t change it still keeps it rectangular form

- overhang is perhaps to big and casts to much shadow
- the building is missing direction
 

Entrance
Connecting to the walkway

Model III:
+ entrance / atrium UNEC based on diagonal line
- ending is to abrupt, doesn’t feel logical

Model IV:
+ shaping the facade in a reaction on the diagonal line
+ shape of the facade gives direction

- the building loses its rectangular form
+ creating more light and air
 

Entrance
Connecting to the walkway

Model III:
+ entrance / atrium UNEC based on diagonal line
- ending is to abrupt, doesn’t feel logical

Model IV:
+ shaping the facade in a reaction on the diagonal line
+ shape of the facade gives direction

- the building loses its rectangular form
+ creating more light and air
 

Entrance
Connecting to the walkway

+ the space under the deck needs to be used, it is an ideal 
location for the general office space. 
Using this deck for office space, requires more daylight and an 
outdoor space for the employees. 
An inner courtyard would be ideal for this.

- Creatin such a big courtyard on the formal square may 
derogate the function of the formal square

+ Selection of smaller courtyards to provide light and outdoor
space.

+ The “visual” walkway from the stairs to the assembly hall
is preserverd

Courtyards
Giving the offices more light and an outdoor space

+ the space under the deck needs to be used, it is an ideal 
location for the general office space. 
Using this deck for office space, requires more daylight and an 
outdoor space for the employees. 
An inner courtyard would be ideal for this.

- Creatin such a big courtyard on the formal square may 
derogate the function of the formal square

+ Selection of smaller courtyards to provide light and outdoor
space.

+ The “visual” walkway from the stairs to the assembly hall
is preserverd

Courtyards
Giving the offices more light and an outdoor space

Entrance
Deck height

- The stairs need more light and air

+ Creating wider stairs with a direct acces to the visitors lounge
of the assembly hall
+ Creating a courtyard to provide more light and air in the building
- The courtyard obstructs the visitors �ow towards the assembly hall
- The acces between the stairs undermines the monumentailty of the stairs

+ Creating wider stairs 
+ Creating a walkable glass �oor on top of the library and part of the visitors lounge
of the assembly hall, to create more light and air

+ Widening the stairs to direct the �ow
- The oblique lines undermine the monumentailty of the stairs

Entrance
Deck height
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- The oblique lines undermine the monumentailty of the stairs
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+ Creating wider stairs 
+ Creating a walkable glass �oor on top of the library and part of the visitors lounge
of the assembly hall, to create more light and air

+ Widening the stairs to direct the �ow
- The oblique lines undermine the monumentailty of the stairs

Entrance
Deck height

- The stairs need more light and air

+ Creating wider stairs with a direct acces to the visitors lounge
of the assembly hall
+ Creating a courtyard to provide more light and air in the building
- The courtyard obstructs the visitors �ow towards the assembly hall
- The acces between the stairs undermines the monumentailty of the stairs

+ Creating wider stairs 
+ Creating a walkable glass �oor on top of the library and part of the visitors lounge
of the assembly hall, to create more light and air

+ Widening the stairs to direct the �ow
- The oblique lines undermine the monumentailty of the stairs

SEARCH FOR AN ENTRANCE
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BUILDING CONCEPTH4
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!

!
THE GREEN FLOW
The United Nations in New York is an icon on the World map. Thousands of people visit the com-
pound each year. The United Nations Environmental Council has not yet earned this status and has an 
subordinate function on the compound. The majority of the visitors do not know of the exis-
tence of UNEC and focus their visit mainly on the assembly hall. 
In order to inform the visitors about sustainability, UNEC should attract the visitors, without 
outshining the assembly hall. 
A connection between UNEC and the assembly hall should be made to guide visitors towards the 
environmental council, so that a visit to the UN HQ does not end in the visitors lounge but it ends in 
UNEC. 

ICON

INFO

4.1 CONCEPT
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public

semi

private

SEPARATING USERS
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VISIBLE RELATION
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- Compact building
- Relate to the Assembly Hall by 
using the same dimensions

- Create a walkway for the dele-
gates 
- Create garden for delegates 

- Contain building height, re-use 
old FDR and use space underneath 
square

- Merge public space of both 
buildings

Public

- Providing natural light in the 
core of the building

4.2 DESIGN STEPS
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PROGRAM
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MASTERPLANH5
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- PUBLIC PARK 
There are no large scale public parks in 
the direct surroundings of the UN com-
pound.
One of the goals of the PlaNYC 2011 
plan is to ensure all New Yorkers live 
within a ten-minute walk of a park. 
(source: PlaNYC update april 2011)

The UN area gives a unique possibili-
ty to achieve this goal. Furthermore a 
large scale green area infront
of the UN compound can strengthen 
the sustainability feature of the UNEC 
building.

- CONNECTING TO THE WATER-
FRONT
New York lacks a connection with the 
waterside, wich is a missed oppertu-
nity. The new to develop “Greenbelt” 
plan, wich will create a public walkway 
along the shores, will coop with this 
disabilty.
This greenbelt also runs along the UN 
compound. Connecting to the Green-
belt will not only create a connecting 
with the waterside, but will also pro-
vide an extra public acces to the park 
and the UN compound.

- OPEN VS SECURE 
The United Nations are vulnarable for 
terrorist attacks. Security is an import-
ant topic with the design of the UNEC 
building. Furthermore, creating a public 
park as mentioned before may increase 
the security risk. So there should be a 
clear seperation between open and se-
cure. 
Both UNEC and the UN should work as 
one compound. The compound itself 
should have a clear security check.

5.1 KEYVALUES
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5.3 MASTERPLAN
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47th reference
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H6 BUILDING DESIGN
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P = +3.300
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P = 0

P = +6.400

P = +3.300

P = +16.300

P = +21.800

P = +25.500

P = +29.200

P = +9.900
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3.
4.
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6.2 STRUCTURE HOLCON PREFAB CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

HIGH LOAD
- Integrated steel lattice girders in 
the floor provide large spans.

CRADLE TO CRADLE
- Complete re-use of the standard 
elements is possible due to the use 
of mechanical dry clutches and the 
absence of a screed.

FLEXIBILITY
- Due to the large span a com-
pletely open floorplan can be 
made.
- Air ducts, service pipes and elec-
tric wiring can be placed in the 
space between the floor and the 
columns.

CONSTRUCTION SPEED
- All elements are prefab made, 
which provides for a high building
speed.
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STEP 1 - PLACING PORTALS / MAIN LOAD BEARING STRUCTURE
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STEP 2 - THE BUILDING CONSISTS OUT OF AN  INNER AND OUTER SQUARE
OF PORTALS
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STEP 3 - PLACING ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTION BEAM IN THE CORNERS
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STEP 4 - PLACING THE FLOORS ON THE PORTALS
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STEP 5 - SLIDE AIR DUCTS BETWEEN FLOOR, WHILE PLACING THE FLOORS
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STEP 6 - DRILL HOLES FOR VENTILATION GRID
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STEP 7 - PLACE AIR DUCTS FOR NATURAL VENTILATION ON EVERY GRID 
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6.3 FACADE

- USER CONTROL
Individual user control at the office space layers 
(open-able windows / controllable sunshading)
building.

- SUBTLE FACADE
In its appearance the facade should not outshine the 
General Assembly. The General Assembly should be 
the main focus on the compound.

- OPEN VS CLOSED
The facade should show a clear separation between 
open vs closed. Where the open part can represent 
the public route in the building.

- OVERHANG AT OPEN FACADES
Transparent facade elements should be protected 
against solar heat gain. The open facades should 
have an overhang, which gives some sun protection.   

KEY-VALUES
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Brooks + Scarpa's mixed-use Cherokee lofts Brooks + Scarpa’s mixed-use Cherokee lofts
source: http://www.archdaily.com/41775/lofts-cherokee-studios-pugh-scarpa/

REFERENCE PROJECT CLOSING THE FACADE MAKING IT A SOLID VOID
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Ernst Giselbrecht + Partner DYNAMIC FACADE (KIEFER TECHNIC SHOWROOM)
Ernst Giselbrecht + Partner Dynamic Facade
source: http://cubeme.com/blog/2010/11/22/%E2%80%9Cdynamic-facade-at-kiefer-technic-showroom-by-ernst-giselbrecht-partner-zt-gmbh/

REFERENCE PROJECT CLOSING THE FACADE MAKING IT AN INSULATING SKIN
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North Mediterranean Health Center - Ferrer Arquitectos
North Mediterraneam Health Center - Ferrer Arquitectos
source: http://www.archdaily.com/257810/north-mediterranean-health-center-ferrer-arquitectos/

REFERENCE PROJECT CLOSING THE FACADE MAKING IT AN INSULATING SKIN
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Q1 headquarters building in Essen Germany 
Q1 Headquarters building in Essen Germany
http://www.archdaily.com/326747/q1-thyssenkrupp-quarter-essen-jswd-architekten-chaix-morel-et-associes/

REFERENCE PROJECT DYNAMIC SUNSHADING
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Facade blinds at 0o
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Facade blinds at 45o
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Facade blinds at 90o
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- Horizontal rotating metal blinds
- Spider glass single glass facade
- Naturally ventilated cavity
- Metaglas Total Glass electric glass shutters
with insulated glass

- Vertical glass seperation



NIGHT VENTILATION
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6.4 CLIMATE CONTROL
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H7 ENTRANCE DESIGN
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7.1 ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION
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7.2 BUILDING TECHNOLOGY

3

4

FACADE FRAGMENT 

DETAIL 4 

DETAIL 3 
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H8 OFFICE DESIGN
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8.1 ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION
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Holcon portal
- providing space between the 
connections for air ducts and
cable gutters

8.2 BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
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Concrete core activation
- providing heating in floor area
and cooling in the ceiling area
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Pluvia rainwater
drainage
- high capacity drainage with
small diameter drains.
- collected water will be 
transported towards cores,
and stored underground for 
gray water use
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Natural ventilation
- the primary ventilation is
supplied by the intake at the facade.
- mechanical supply and exhaust air
is provided in peak periods
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Green roof
- improve the esthtic quality of the roof.
- water / air purification
- enhance the biodiversity
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2

1

DETAIL 1 

DETAIL 2 

FACADE FRAGMENT
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H9 ATRIUM DESIGN
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9.1 ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT
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P = +25.500

Office Space

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting Meeting Meeting

Pantry

Pantry

Lounge

Lounge

Meeting Meeting

Meeting
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9.2 BUILDING TECHNOLOGY

8

7 5 6

THERMAL DRAFT VIA ATRIUM ROOF

ROOF FRAGMENT
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Detail 5 Detail 6

Detail 7

Detail 8
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H10 CONCLUSION
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The design in the larger social context

- Generating a new public park serves the people of New York which didn’t live in a walking distance of 10 
min of a green space.

- Extending 47th street to the east river gives New York a new, much wanted, connection with the water side.

- Linking the Manhattan Greenway helps finalizing this ambitious project. And generates a better public con-
nection with the United Nations compound and New York.

The United Nations

- The design makes one compound which both serve UNEC and the United Nations. There is only one security 
check needed to room freely between the buildings and this is well incorporated in the square.

- The design of UNEC has the same dimensions as the assembly hall and with its modest facade is a good fit 
on the compound. The building will get the attention it needs without outshining the assembly hall.
 

Sustainability

- The compact design of the building makes optimal use of the given floorspace and program, with limited fa-
cades it also has limited energy loss at this parts and a minimal amound of material needed for the construc-
tion of the building.

- Load bearing construction of the building is a unique construction. The per-fabricated concrete parts can all 
be taken apart after the lifespan of the building and all standard elements can be re-used. Due to the large 
spans and the fact that all ventilation ducts and electrical wiring can be put between the floor slabs makes it 
a highly flexible building.

- The building has a second skin facade with external sunshading. The second skin facade provides better 
insulating properties and has the ability to use natural ventilation. It gives a combination between an energy 
efficient facade with the ability to manually control the indoor environment.

- The interior glass layer of the second skin facade can be opened completely, this gives the ability to use the 
facade for night ventilation on hot summer days. The Outerskin provides for security.

- With the natural ventilation in the second skin facade and the open-able roof windows in the atrium, the 
building gets a thermal draft which can ventilate both offices and atrium with natural ventilation.

- The HeliOptix solar panels in the atrium roof makes use of the available sunlight and with that also act as a 
sunscreen, only letting diffuse daylight in the atrium.

- The Pluvia systems on the roof catch the rainwater and store it underground for gray water use.

- The building has a greenroof giving it better insulating properties,  is makes use of water / air purification 
and enhances the biodiversity.
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THANK YOU


